
BK2 3.8 True Cold Air Intake 
 

Our true CAI is 3” lightweight aluminum that has been ceramic coated to eliminate heat soak and keep 

IATs low.  

You will need to remove the windshield washer fluid reservoir in order to install this product. This intake 

comes with two brackets, one for the upper intake piping and one for the lower. These brackets are 

optional, but highly recommended to keep everything from moving and potentially coming off while 

driving. 

Tip: Be sure to keep everything somewhat loose until the very end so you get the best fitment. 

Installation 
1. Remove existing intake system. 

2. Remove the front bumper. 

3. Remove the passenger side headlight. 

4. Drain the washer fluid reservoir. You can do this by unplugging the rubber line from the pump 

on the bottom of the tank.  

5. Remove the two 10mm bolts holding the reservoir in. 

6. Carefully maneuver the reservoir out of the car. This can be tricky, take your time.  

7. Install the upper intake piping and attach to the throttle body. 

8. Install the upper bracket (the larger bracket) next to the headlight. 

9. Install the filter on to the lower intake piping and secure it.  

10. Position the lower intake piping in the fog light area. You can position it however you like, but if 

you have fog lights, you will need to position it closest to the radiator.  

11. Secure the lower intake piping to the upper in take piping, ensuring it’s on all the way. 

12. Install the lower bracket (smaller bracket) on the raised section on the frame rail. 

13. Reinstall the headlight and plug the wiring harness back in. 

14. Reposition everything until you have a good fit, there should be no rubbing of any parts.  

15. Tighten all clamps and bolts and secure the intake system in place.  

16. Reinstall the front bumper, making sure that the fog lights do not hit the filter. Reposition as 

necessary. 

17. This intake comes with a connection for the vent, you will need an additional length of hose if 

you choose to use it. If you do not want to use it, leave the cap on. 

18. This intake comes with a connection for the AT vacuum line. If you do not wish to use it, just 

leave the cap on. 

19. Install the IAT sensor. 

20. Enjoy! 
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